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elinda Eatont life-size canvas of a rickshaw zooming
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Ali

past with its swirling perspective and bold colors is

still fresh in the minds of those who saw her work,
when exhibited in the late 9os, ar the now closed A.N.
Gallery of the Coconut Grove in Karachi. The painter
returned to the city in November zoo8 to hold a solo
show at the

VM Gallery-after almost two

decades;

homecoming that brought with it a sense of joy of living and
consuming, and a celebration of painting itself.
a

It

is an almost surreal space, of men and women feasting

in
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a

bizarre but delectable combination in which lobsters, prawns

and other seafood seem ro coexist in strange familiarity. \Tithin
the strong circular compositions that bind the elements into
.cohesiveness, there is a sense of

storytelling, in which the diversity
of the artist's experiences merge together into a whirlpool, a
compositional device used in drawing the viewer inside the

picture, and to join the party in Belinda's world.

as

in the

which she crosses boundaries of race and culture with

ease.

link to the works

of Rosso Fiorentino in terms of the circular movemenr, as seen in
his works
such

as

like

The Descent

of the Cross;connections to earlier work

Jan Van Eykest famous

ofwhich

Belinda was born in Mombassa, lived in NY City in the 8os,
Pakistan and France in the 9os and finally Spain, because of

use of foreshortening. One can draw a

are seen

inthe

Arnolfini and His Bride, glimpses

Gamblers, where the round decorative glas

object draws the eye into a receding plane and similar decorative

detailing that weaves through the work. As poles aparr as Belindat
funky paintings may seem from the painters of the Renaissance,

The co-existence ofmultiple planes and references refects the

there is a similar sense of monumentality or drama

dirersin- of her life experiences and makes hers a narrative of
giobal cidzenrs. -\ccess and iamiliarin- provide groundwork for
porrrari-ns diferenr subieqs nithout prejudice and preconceir-ed

the intuitive nature ofher process, she deconstructs some ofthese

no.irln{ &e d,rirer in his rickerr riclrsha\r is as integrated furto
as e perron enirring a dd* in a bar. Jhe energl-" thus
prodxed is ooe of oprimisnn and indusion.

references, reinterprets them to be absorbed into her own vocabula

It

is

important to nore that the effortlessness of this synthesis come

wirhout appropriation.

&e whole

h ]Ia

u'idt Prauqs,2oo+ as in manr of her earh- works

nirh

groups of people, the figures look direcrh. at the r.iewer, as if

anticipating gue*s to join the gathering; the viewer has no choice
bur to respond, even if the space is crammed. Apart from the
presence

ofthe central figures, the interior ofthis

space is occupied

by prawns; a giant prawn floats above the figures, as if magnified

for the viewer. Smaller prawns are placed in the foreground, at the
edge of the table, another compositional element, offering food
to guests expected from outside the picture. In Gamblers, zoo8,
another one ofthe two large works on canvas in this show, one

ofthe partying poker players literally reaches outside the picture
frame with an Ace of Hearts, leaving no choice but for the viewer
to participate in the game. The connectivity of the inside to the
outside is seen in many of the artist's early works with single
figures and commissioned portraits as well.
The primary perspecrive is based on the beholder's eye level,
sometimes called "wormk eye," familiar

with painters like

Mantegna', and gives an instant access to the world inside the

picture. Once inside it, there is freedom to navigate into the different
planes, spaces and realities. The articulation ofspace/s comes also
from Belinda's admiration for the painters of the Early Renaissance'.
Influences come from painters like Pierro della Francesca, such

Belinda Earon

i3e

within it. Desp

Face on Paprr
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